Nativity Lighted Craft Blocks
Supplies:

Instructions:





















3 Large Craft Blocks (110414)
1 Long Craft Block (110424)
Nativity Vinyl Transfers (VNL 1126)
2 20ct Brown Wire Light Sets (LT60-5)
2 20ct White Wire Light Sets (LT60-1)
1 Bag Excelsior
2 Cedar Bush (1005070)
1 White Glitter Pick (ISB10555WT)
1 pkg White Stars (2469-39)
Silent Night Sign (2513-316)
1 Gold Star (P0681)
10yds 1.5in Burlap Ribbon
3yds 2.5in Burlap Ribbon
1/3yd Burlap
White Paint
2 Small Plastic Animals
2yd Burgundy Ribbon
White Glitter
Spray Adhesive

1. On the 3 large blocks, attach your
decal, making sure that you have the
hole for the craft block at the top. Hot
glue burlap to back and trim to fit.
2. Paint your animals white. After drying,
spray with spray adhesive and sprinkle
with glitter. Hot glue to bottom of
center craft block.
3. Cut apart the excelsior and place in the
http://www.benfranklinonline.com/nativity-lightedbottom of each of the large blocks to
craft-blocks/
look like hay.
4. Cut apart the cedar bush, and place into 2 of the 3 large blocks. Make sure
to leave some for your topper. Cut apart the white glitter pick and put into
the other large block.
5. Insert brown wire lights into the 2 large blocks with cedar inside and the
white wire lights in the block with the white spray. Attach the 2.5in burlap
ribbon around sides of all blocks with hot glue. Then, attach bow made with
the 1.5in burlap ribbon and remaining pieces of cedar to the top of each of
the side blocks(also with hot glue).

6. For the top of the center block, tie together a bow of the 1.5in burlap and the
burgundy ribbon and hot glue to top. Use glue to insert cedar into bow and
attach star to the top.
7. Set the white spray (nativity scene) block on top of the long block and either
attach or place the Silent Night sign in front of it. Arrange the 3 blocks to
your liking.
Enjoy!!

